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A lightweight, collapsible packaging system, designed to withstand the
toughest transport conditions. Nefab ExPak is a collapsible export packaging
system made of plywood and steel. This combination offers superior
performance in terms of strength, weight, and volume utilization. NEFAB
ExPak has a proven track record worldwide in all industrial applications where
valuable and sensitive goods require cost efficient protection and
transportation.



SPECIFICATIONS NEFAB EXPAK TYPE S

ExPak S consists of six sections – bottom, lid and four loose sides. This design allows full access from all sides for
loading and unloading, offering maximum flexibility in packing. The integrated locking system of tabs and slots
provides logical and efficient packing and unpacking. Additionally, Nefab ExPak S can easily be customized
according to customer specifications. If required, the container can be supplemented with inner fittings and
reinforcements modified to fit the product packed.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Steel specification Galvanized, P02G Z200

Sheet material thickness, lid, base and frame 6 or 8 mm

Steel material thickness 0.4 and 0.8 mm

Locking alternatives Plastic clip, spring latch

Pallet alternatives Wooden runners, wooden four-way pallet,
integrated fourway pallet in plywood/steel

Recommended min. size, internal 200x180x100 mm

Recommended max. size, internal 1600x1200x1000 mm

Other Dangerous goods certification

Max. stacking strength Up to 3000kg depending on size and pallet
configuration

Max. net weight of goods Dependent on pallet configuration



For more information and contact details please visit NEFAB.COM

Nefab, founded in 1949, is a world leading global provider of sustainable packaging solutions and logistics

optimization services. Nefab serves global industrial companies in industries such as for example Telecom/

Datacom, Energy, Automotive, Healthcare equipment and Aerospace. Nefab has 2700 employees in Europe, North

and South America and Asia. Owners of the Group are the Nordgren/Pihl family and FAM AB.

In addition, our GLOBAL SUPPLY & 
SERVICE capabilities enable us to 

provide both local support and global 

coordination, wherever you are.

Our TOTAL COST APPROACH 

ensures that packaging is optimized, 

reducing total cost in your supply 

chain. 

With our MULTI-MATERIAL 
 ENGINEERING capabilities, we can 

develop sustainable packaging 

 solutions for any product.


